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1. Introduction

This is a vision document for the future of the Clyde Fishery. It has been enabled by
the Clyde Fishermen’s Trust through grant funding from the European Marine Fisheries
Fund, accessed by the Argyll Bute and Ayrshire Fisheries Local Action Group (FLAG).
The Clyde Fishermen’s Trust is a registered charity (SC046911) and was set up in
2016 by community minded local fishermen on the Clyde to provide a way to develop
an awareness of cultural fishing heritage and the arts and advance marine science
and education among communities that had suffered rapid depopulations and loss
of connection to their fishing history. The trust took inspiration from the work of the
Kilkeel Trust which began in the local harbour and fishing community and has been
instrumental in revitalising that port and its surrounding hinterland.
The trust’s work to date has included delivering heritage education workshops to
primary schools, assisting the diversification of local fishing markets through providing
support, equipment and transportation, commissioning a play and conducting
benchmarking and research at fisheries in Maine, USA.
The CFT is currently staffed by a CEO, a full-time Project Manager and a part time
Project Assistant with plans to recruit more project staff. The CFT is overseen by seven
Trustees and has strong supportive links to other fishing-related organisations in the
region.
This vision document is ambitious, it looks toward a bright, positive future of possibility
for the Clyde fishery and it also sets the baseline of where the Clyde sits now among the
economic, regulatory, political and cultural environment in which it must operate.
In researching and writing this document much more information than originally
anticipated was forthcoming. This document is a distilled version of the entire research
constructed to provide easy access to the main ‘takeaway’ points that emerged from the
research. For those wishing to access the full detail of research findings discussion and
analysis please refer to ‘A Vision for the Future of the Clyde Fishery –The Long Version.’
(Insert link)
Creating a vision is introducing goals and ideas for which some of the pathways are
not yet clear, but where these can be identified, practical suggestions will be offered to
spark creative thinking and discussion.
The vision is the start of the journey.
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2. Methodology

Work began on this vision document in May 2021. Due to Covid 19 lockdown
restrictions, in-person meetings and face-to-face interactions were not possible.
Research work was carried out remotely via the internet, Zoom, Microsoft teams and
telephone.
Existing statistics from public sources were used including more granular statistical
information on fishing sourced with help from the Scottish Government.
This document is a shortened version of the full research document.
Links to all research sources which informed the full document are shown at the end of
this document.
Interviews took place with fishers, buyers, processors, local government officers, MSPs
and MPs.
Most information was collected via telephone interview. Some additional information
was collected via an anonymous SurveyMonkey questionnaire.
Publications, documentaries analytical documents and press reports were also used.
The term ‘fish’ is not restricted to fin fish - it encompasses all fish and shellfish found in
Clyde waters.
Nephrops, Prawns, Langoustine, Norway Lobster, Scampi and tails are all terms used for
Nephrops Norvegicus.
Spurdog and Dogfish are Squalus Acanthias.
Cod and Atlantic Cod are Gadus morhua.
Sources are referenced in the text.
Every effort has been taken to credit where appropriate. If any have been missed these
will be rectified where possible.
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3. The Vision for 2032

3.1 This is the perfect time to implement

a vision for the Clyde fishery. The fishery
is at a crossroads which enables space
for a re-imagined and positive future
taking it up to 2032 and beyond.

Why?
Cumulative generational underinvestment and
income reduction have produced pressures
specific to this fishery, as economic and fishery
focus has been pulled elsewhere.
The fishery is suffering from the economic fallout from Brexit, Covid, and the Ukraine War.
There are continuing difficulties with supply
chains into the EU markets, uncertainty and
increasing costs across the board.
Supermarket and environmental pressures are
strong influences on how and if fisheries can
operate and ultimately the level of prices paid
to fishermen.
Across different areas of the catching
and processing industry, there is palpable
depression and pessimism and an inability to
see beyond basic day to day or week to week
survival.
The failings have accumulated over the
decades but these also identify where better
modern solutions can be created.
A complete re-evaluation of the position of
the entire Clyde fishery with input from all
its constituent players; fishermen, buyers,
processors, local authorities, local and national
politicians and acting on new thinking such as
this ‘Vision’ provides.
5

This vision is set against the Clyde of today,
informed by its history and the complex web
of regulatory and non-regulatory influences it
must operate within.
It will be bold in showing where imbalances
lie and how these can be rectified so that
the fishery can flourish in a fair and equal
environment against its competitors.
The vision will provide a one-stop information
base for a comprehensive understanding of the
Clyde fishery and a reference point for where
it sits in 2022. Detail will be offered on how
to lever financial and regulatory solutions to
optimise the future of the Clyde.
Deriving solutions to build a positive future
will be achieved by the wide dissemination of
this document among those with the power to
influence and effect change, namely politicians
at all levels. In addition, there is a job to do
in raising ‘fishing literacy’ among the general
public so that the complexities of fishing as
well as its importance to local economies and
national health and well-being outcomes are
better understood.
Everyone connected to the Clyde has a part to
play.

3.2 The Clyde fleet will become

a smart, efficient and flexible fleet
demonstrating the best in a working
ethos of environmental sustainability and
community cohesion.

Why?
The unrelenting increase in fuel costs and
the pressure to achieve net-zero carbon
emissions by 2045 (2050 UK) will drive all
sectors of industry to reduce the use of carbon
derivatives and emissions. The Clyde fleet
is old and ageing at almost twice the rate of
others in the Scottish fishery.
To attract new skilled local entrants to the
industry working conditions will need to offer
a preferential and attractive environment
to workers. The sustainability of the fishery
is assumed through reputation but requires
evidencing through an independent means.
The four local authorities of North Ayrshire,
South Ayrshire, Argyll and Bute and Inverclyde
covered by this vision, all face population
decline, increasing older populations with
reducing young people. Community cohesion
is undermined by demographic imbalances
in particular the lack of young people. The
fishery faces a loss of skills and knowledge as
skippers age and their skills and knowledge
are not passed on.

What can be done?
The Clyde Fishery is a candidate for the
‘Leveling Up’ investment currently available
from the UK government. This should be
accessed where possible in particular where
local authorities can craft joint bids to improve
quayside infrastructure to ports and harbours
however public finance is likely to be highly
constrained.
The Scottish Government have established
the Scottish National Investment Bank and an
Infrastructure Commission for Scotland. These
bodies should be used to assist investors in a
wholesale modern restructuring programme
for the Clyde fleet and its infrastructure at ports
and harbours to provide facilities which enable
catchers to keep their landing temperaturecontrolled and in the best possible condition.
Ease of access to chill facilities, power, fuel and
use of battery power onshore are all feasible.
Shovel-ready proposals that can be adjusted to
fit a range of criteria will save time and energy
in the long run. Many fishermen are reluctant
to complain about shortcomings at harbours
for fear of being told to go elsewhere so a
universal expectation of standards at fishing
harbours should be a mandatory element of
the MCA Port Marine Code.
A ‘Clyde Fishery Restructuring Body’
modelled on the former Highlands and Islands
Development Board can be created to focus on
Clyde-specific development issues.
By 2032, the Clyde fishery will require to have
secured investment to completely reconstruct
the fleet for the modern needs of a carbonconscious environment. The future fishing
environment will be one where fuel use
efficiency will dictate highly targeted fishing,
minimal journey times and consumables use.
Working patterns will reverse the drive towards
24/7 which undermine family life and crew
well-being as conditions and pay improve.

Graph showing comparative aging rates of West Coast
Vessels and Vessels from the Rest of Scotland.
(Source : Marine Scotland/F Matheson/M Bell)
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Waste from carbon derivatives can be recycled
and re-purposed as will inedible waste from
fish products be used to extract or create new
useable products such as chitin extraction from
shells for bio-degradable packing.

DESCRIPTION

UNIT COST

External ladder with rail

£

3521.62

15 ton Stag-head bollard including
shipping and insurance

£

511.28

500kg unloading quayside davit

£

18101.00

Ice-making machine

£

17319.00

Deﬁbrillator

£

1295.00

Quay fendering
Marine grade 500watt led industrial
light
Chill container 20ft *

£

1556.11

£

1554.00

£

30000.00

Fuel bunker *

£

30000.00

Electricity upgrade 3 Phase *

£

10000.00

Water supply *

£

10000.00

TOTAL

£

123,858.01

* Denotes an estimated price.
Above is a rough calculation of the kinds of smaller-scale port infrastructure improvements that can make a big
difference to the personal health, safety and working life of fishermen as well as improve catch quality. (Costs
identified in 2022 prior to inflation rise.)

How?

By using the existing local circular
economy as a means of moving towards
a greener economy with fewer food
miles. Also retaining public taxpayer
revenue within the community through
progressive procurement.

This can be done by establishing a different
narrative supported primarily by the
government but also all of society around
the importance of fishing in relation to food
security and economic resilience.
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By highlighting how wild capture fish
is the original renewable resource,
the crucial importance of maintaining
knowledge capital of fishing through
supporting new entrants and illustrating
how a viable modern fleet is fundamental
to not just the local Clyde hinterland but
also to national economic resilience.

Facilitate and focus collective positive
through a dedicated body - a ‘Clyde
Fisheries Restructuring Body’ which will
develop local added value enterprises,
secure housing for young people in
remote communities, retain skills in the
supply and enable knowledge transfer

By ensuring finance can be accessed to
rebuild the fleet through grants and loans
from agencies that exist whether public
or private and building confidence in
the industry as it secures sustainability
credentials.

Ensure that wild capture fishing and
low-fat, omega-rich, unadulterated and
healthy seafood is central to the Scottish
Government’s ‘Good Food Nation Bill’
currently going through parliament and
all aspects of the fishing supply chain
feature in the Blue Economy strategy.
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3.3 Regulation will be reconstructed to

How?

enable a smart fishing fleet, not restrict it.
Crew comfort and safety will be foremost, Scottish Government through Marine Scotland
are responsible for fisheries regulation
and profitability will be secured.

Why?
Regulation does not function currently to
enable the Clyde fishery to best operate as a
diverse mixed fishery. Industry has indicated a
desire for more nuanced regulation to improve
resilience. Not increased management but
better and bespoke management. Track record
allocations are out of date and assessment
models for fish require updating. Regulation
also dictates boat design and drives tonnage
used to maximize fishing efficiency rather than
crew needs. The 10m length divide is arbitrary,
is not designed for Oceanic conditions and
drives the creation of less fuel-efficient
designs. Fishermen identify over-reach of
protected predator species in particular
Dogfish (Squalus) which are impeding the
recovery of other vulnerable spawning species.
The Clyde is becoming over-dependent on
Nephrops with no species alternatives available
for fishermen to go to.

What can be done?
Regulations can be changed by Scottish
Government, to better fit the needs of the
Clyde Fishery and its communities.

and monitoring and acknowledge a better
assessment model for Cod is required for
the Clyde. Marine Scotland would need to
isolate the Clyde as a definable mixed fishery
zone and pilot an innovative mixed fishery
assessment and management system for
the entire area. This could be run as a timelimited experimental pilot with review points to
monitor success and need not impact existing
quota rules elsewhere in the country if the
Clyde has its own ring-fenced quota allocation
calculated from contemporary real-time, zonal
assessments.
By isolating the Clyde in such a way, the socioeconomic local interests of local authorities
and the local management focus of the Inshore
Fishery Group can better bring to fruition
solutions that fit a raft of local needs significant
to the Clyde.
Local authorities, industry and politicians all
have a role to play in lobbying for regulatory
change for the Clyde.

3.4 As alternative safe power is

developed, this will be built into modern
fishing boat design suitable for the
conditions of a volatile climate-changed
sea environment and where crew comfort
is released from space and tonnage
restrictions.

Why?
Climate change is affecting sea temperature
with some predicting more volatile weather.
The ageing vessels of the Clyde will struggle to
operate safely in such conditions and cannot
be retrofitted to accommodate hybrid engines
or alternative fuels.
New designs can harness the best in safe
power alternatives as well as optimise crew
welfare and comfort.
Image shows Hake with the bellies ripped out by
Dogfish. (Source : T. Finn)
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What can be done?
The engineering, technological and academic

hinterland of invention and innovation around
the Clyde can be at the forefront of trialling
alternative power in fishing vessels as well
as digital aids to assist fishing efficiency and
transparency of sustainability.

hour transport windows to scallops supplied
to local outlets within hours, fin fish landings,
larger-scale bulk fishing and the freezing and
processing of Nephrops tails destined for the
Scampi market.

Onshore facilities will enhance fishing
efficiency and enable top-quality landings
to reach markets in prime condition.
This could include at-sea digital selling
and online markets. The ‘just transition’
will be demonstrated by pragmatically
using alternative power to reduce carbon
dependency and avoiding kneejerk
compulsory changes that the industry cannot
accommodate. Fuel expenses will be mitigated
where appropriate with battery storage
solutions or community turbines which can
offset costs to harbour users. Alternatives to
carbon-sourced shore-power will become
common and carbon-light haulage in the
supply chains will be the norm.

The industry is divided over MSC (Marine
Stewardship Council) accreditation as this
is driven largely by buyers for the scampi
market with fishermen themselves against
it. Others in the industry see building on
existing accreditations already familiar to the
retail market as a better way to go by using
an established brand like ‘Red Tractor’ and
adapting it for fishing. This would also enable
smaller fisheries to achieve accreditation
without excess costs.

The first dual-powered fishing vessel was built
in Norway in 2014.[1] Fisheries Innovation
Scotland ( FIS) are coordinating research into
practical changes possible for the diverse
Scots fleet.

More can be done to achieve income from
by-products and extractions such as the use of
oils and shells which can be
be used in creating new products in a localized
circular supply chain.

3.6 The Clyde will be synonymous with

a population culturally in tune with its
fishing connections, a people who enjoy
the health and benefits of the nutritious
and healthy seafood of their area that
3.5 The new smart generation of Clyde
vessels will reap stable profitable incomes they source.
from the evidenced high quality product

Why?
Buyers are increasingly looking for evidenced
sustainability and come under pressure
from retail, food service and environmental
pressure groups to prove fish are caught
sustainably. Achieving third-party sustainability
accreditation will allay market and public
concern about Clyde sourced products. This
will translate into assured strong markets and
should bring better prices.

What can be done?
The third-party accreditation system
for Clyde products will need to fit with
nationally recognised accreditations but also
accommodate the diversity of the products
from the Clyde. These range from whole live
prawns shipped live via Vivier trucks with 72
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Why?

Buyers are increasingly looking for evidenced
sustainability and come under pressure
from retail, food service and environmental
pressure groups to prove fish are caught
sustainably. Achieving third-party sustainability
accreditation will allay market and public
concern about Clyde sourced products. This
will translate into assured strong markets and
should bring better prices.

How?
Re-engaging a de-sensitised population with
the seafood from their local waters is a task of
education and familiarity. Fishing literacy needs
to be increased among the general population.
Seafood Scotland are already active in
promoting this.

Community Wealth building has a significant
role to play where Local Authorities can enable
the supply of locally caught produce into local
anchor institutions like schools, care homes
and hospitals to be consumed. This is a stable
market for produce which is not destined for
export. Children will be the consumers of the
future so educating their palettes to enjoy
seafood will translate into buyers of local
seafood in the future as well as improve diets.
While high end consumption will continue
to feature there is room to build consumer
familiarity locally by more use of ‘street
food’ and fast food options and create ease
of access to more local outlets selling local
seafood. Greenock with its regeneration
proposals through the City Region Deal could
become a hub to which people travel to get

fresh local seafood and where seafood can be
offered to visiting cruise tourists.
In time the Clyde population will embrace and
value its local fisheries food reserve.

3.7 Working in the Clyde fishery will

become a career of choice where young
people take pride in being part of the
progressive, modern smart fishing fleet,
and choose the Clyde coastal towns to
settle in and raise families.

Why?
The fishery and the working coastal
communities of the Clyde will only survive if
young people come into the industry to work
and are able to live and thrive where they
work.

What can be done?

Fresh Clyde-caught Nephrops (Source : CFT)

Boiling Shellfish at Home. (Source F. Matheson)

Tobermory Harbour. (Source F. Matheson)
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This will require government, multi-agency and
cross-industry collaboration and cooperation.
Incentives will be needed to assist young
people in to the industry which will include,
training, pay and accommodation as well
as a career path in which they see a future,
individual agency, and good stable affordable
places to settle and raise families.
A dedicated body can help to create these
conditions which will attract young people and
what is suggested is the
‘Integrated Clyde Fisheries Restructuring
Body’ modelled on the Highlands and Islands
Development Board of the 1970s.
This will be a catalyst for harnessing the many
groups that will have an input into reversing
population and youth population decline. Such
a body could establish bespoke programmes
in training for the catching sector providing
mandatory courses through local schools
and also offer stable housing in the coastal
communities which are under severe pressure
from lack of affordable accommodation.
Direct recruitment of young people from within
and outwith the coastal communities will
establish a nucleus of young people in local

communities involved in all aspects of fishing;
this can range from catching, processing,
scientific and academic research, monitoring,
engineering, boat building and repairs. Fishing
can be a significant engine behind socioeconomic recovery and prosperity for the area.

3.8 The Clyde fishery will supply

international and UK markets and supply
to local schools, hospitals, care homes
and universities.

Why?
Brexit, Covid and the Ukraine war have laid
bare the fragility and vulnerability of long
complex supply chains with buyers seeing
the export expenses and bureaucracy
of border checks into Europe as now a
permanent feature of business. A broad
range of marketing options will better protect
the resilience of the fishery, in particular if
new stable home markets can be cultivated.
Demand remains for high quality exports but
airfreight routes are expensive and exporters
are facing rising fuel costs at all points of the
processing and delivery chain.

What can be done?
Marketing bodies are working to bring
exporters together to identify and maximize
new markets globally as well as new bespoke
destinations in Europe. They also seek to
improve two-way knowledge between catchers
and buyers to maximize supply efficiency and
quality.
Community Wealth Building is an economic
concept already known to local authorities
whereby the public money that councils have

Local Seafood Supplier in Tarbert. (Source : F Matheson)
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to spend on local resources is used to purchase
goods and services from local suppliers.
Anchor institutions which local authorities
run like schools and care homes are potential
stable markets for the supply of non-export
seafood. (Source Paint Your Town Red - How
Preston Took Control, Jones/Brown.)
Progressive procurement is within the gift of
local authorities if food tenders are constructed
in a way that makes procurement available to
local suppliers.
There is a role for an interfacing body to be
created to enable this to happen efficiently and
reliably as well as opportunities for innovative
processing which encourages the easy use of
seafood to those institutions.
Greater localism will reduce food miles, lessen
dependence on complex supply chains,
retain money within the local community and
re-connect the local populations with local
seafood – establishing better eating habits
and contributing to better health outcomes.
engineering, boat building and repairs. Fishing
can be a significant engine behind socioeconomic recovery and prosperity for the area.

3.9 A modern enabling holistic fisheries

management system will be supported
by technology innovation which will assist
the fishery to demonstrate beyond any
doubt its positive credentials.

Why?
The view coming from catchers, buyers and
processors is that there should be a more
bespoke reactive management system for
the Clyde fishery. What will work is a system
that enables diversification, seasonal fishing
patterns and best fishing-behaviour traditions
to operate.
Marine Scotland have indicated that a better
assessment model for Cod in the Clyde should
be developed and are supporting PHD work in
that area.
Technology is sophisticated and developing
all the time. It can be harnessed to assist the
fishery to prove its ethical and sustainable
credentials and place assurance beyond the
constant criticism of its influential detractors.

Port Ellen Islay. (Source : F Matheson)

How?
This requires Marine Scotland via Scottish
Government, influenced by MSPs and
appraised by the findings of this document to
understand the urgency of making the Clyde a
special case in terms of fisheries management.
This is not about more management but better,
more nuanced and reactive management.
The Clyde is a unique ‘basin’ type of
inshore sea area which can be identified
geographically. All of it is within 12 nautical
miles. It is a mixed fishery with a high
dependence on prawns but supports a range
of species, fishing types, scales of fishing
operation and gears. The mix of different
fishing types has been shown to be beneficial
through the work of Anderson Solutions. [2]
Viewing the Clyde fishery as a zonal, wild
capture, mixed fisheries resource, would
enable a baseline zonal assessment of the
current stock picture in the Clyde to be made.
From this real-time current knowledge, levels
of stock extraction could then be calculated.
Viewing the Clyde in this way would provide
managers with an opportunity to think
creatively and innovatively using a holistic
approach to management which includes wellbeing and working time limits as currently exist
with the ‘weekend’ ban’.
Fishermen’s Ecological Knowledge ( FEK)
valued in Norwegian management should
become a contributory part of scientific
evaluation and monitoring.
12

Simplified Map of the Clyde Marine Region (Source :
CFT)

3.10 Food reserves of fish for the

Clyde community and beyond will be a
protected resource, established in law.

Why?
Loss of fishing grounds is a danger to the food
resilience of the area as well as the nation
at large. Wild capture fishing does not have
the same status in the psyche of government
as agriculture as being part of the essential
food security make up of the nation. Brexit,
Covid and the Ukraine war have shown
starkly how vulnerable an island nation is to
sudden interruptions in supply routes and
dependencies on food resources in a just-intime economy where goods are sourced from
distant parts of the world.
As fishing grounds have as yet been valued by
government as part of the food security mix,
they have been incrementally reduced or lost
over the years to other developers that operate
terrestrially on the seabed. Aquaculture, wind
farms, cabling, pipe-work and most recently
potential seaweed development, all remove

seabed from fishing grounds. That the seabed
is owned by the Crown Estate, which is tasked
with maximizing income from its estate means
that wild capture fishermen are second class
citizens when it comes to defending their
grounds because terrestrial area values cannot
be fairly weighted against the incremental and
cumulative loss of a range of fishing grounds
over the years.

cannot be charged rent for their passing
use of the seabed or water column bring
no income to the Crown Estate. It is for the
Scottish Government, local authorities and
Marine Scotland to map the known productive
grounds and ensure that within the planning
process of marine licenses that ‘protected food
resource areas’ are unavailable to developers.

Terrestrial style developments on the seabed
also interrupt wild capture fishing patterns
which can render them unviable.

fenced fishery with its own quota
reserved from the national allocation
along zonal principals and management
measures undertaken on a marine
ecosystem model directly overseen
by government with an independent
auditing scientific body advising on fish
removals.

3.11 The Clyde fishery will be a ring

Why?

Sound of Mull. (Source : F Matheson)

How?
This requires parliamentary action. Traditional
productive fishing grounds are known to
fishermen despite an inaccurate view from
some quarters that fishermen fish every part
of the sea in a potluck fashion. Olex mapping
and modern technology track the activities of
fishing vessels.
The government requires to be lobbied to
see the logic in protecting grounds firstly as
a food resource and secondly as an integral
part of maintaining employment in coastal
communities and retaining knowledge capital
on wild capture fisheries.
Attempts to protect wild capture fishing
in the face of terrestrial developments
that ‘significantly’ affect fishing have been
unsuccessful. This is unsurprising as it is not
a case of like versus like and while the law
directs the Crown Estate to maximize profit
from its estate, wild capture fishers that
13

Fishermen feel that the quota allocations for fin
fish species operate against them and prevent
best fishing practice and diversification. Buyers
recognize the vulnerabilities of dependence on
a single-stock of shellfish.
The track record system that brought about
Fixed Quota Allocations for pressure stocks
is over thirty years old and has not been
reviewed. The protection of cod has meant
a zero TAC for cod in the Clyde. Fishermen
observe returning stocks in the Clyde but also
harmful predator interactions. They are in a
catch 22 situation as they cannot build track
record nor demonstrate stock presence. This
is why the Clyde needs to be seen differently
from other fisheries in the eyes of government
and managers. The fishery is at the sharp
end of restrictions which came from the CFP
dominated by cod protection.
Managers do not want to infringe national
quota allocations but fishermen in the West feel
that what quota they may have is used to cover
over-fishes elsewhere. Meanwhile as they have
been channeled into single stock fisheries they
are no longer equipped to risk gear change
expense to prosecute alternative fisheries and
are unable to ask for quota that they are as yet
unready to use.

How?
This requires the will of managers above all to
think out of the box in relation to the Clyde,
for them to believe in the possible and to
be courageous in the search for a modern
bespoke mixed fishery zonal system for the
Clyde informed by fishermen’s ecological
knowledge as well as formal independent
science.
Fisheries management is always complex and
even more so in the Scottish diverse mixed
fishery environment.
An updated modern mixed fishery baseline
informed also by fishermen’s observations
could enable a truer picture of the stock health
to emerge from which decisions on removals
could be taken.
This system could still ensure that pressure
stock removals fell within national allocations,
and ring fenced Clyde fish quota could be
enabled by top slicing.
A Clyde mixed fishery licence could be
created which would tie expectations of fishing
behaviour, planned seasonal fishing and real
time removals to a real time monitoring system.
Temporal measures already exist within the
Clyde and these could be extended to other
gear types. Alternatives would be provided in
order to rest species when out of condition or
when prices are poor.

Quality Clyde-caught Hake after 20 hours soak.
(Source : T. Finn)

3.12 The public, buyers, processors

and consumers will feel assured that the
fishery is responsible and fishermen will
be comfortable that they can prove that
too.

Why?
The Clyde fishery is at the acute end of
unrelenting criticism and allegations of
unsustainably from over 100 environmental
groups which align with general anti-fishing
and particularly anti-trawl agendas. This
pressure irrespective of its accuracy, impacts
on buyer confidence in particular supermarket
chains and makes both government and
supermarkets nervous of their buyer or voter
base. The only way to counteract this is by
evidenced sustainability. Where a vacuum of
proof exists it leaves a free-for-all where bad
publicity consumes the energies of fishing
organisations and gives emotive oxygen
to inaccurate, unfounded perceptions or
assumptions about fishing.

How?

Net storage. (Source : F Matheson)
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Improved fishing ‘literacy’ is fundamental so
that society at large better understands the
complexities of fishing and the vital necessity of
a wild capture fishing industry for the national
economic resilience of the Clyde communities
and those living beyond.

This can be done:
•
By finding an acceptable third party
accreditation for the Clyde fishery that is
recognised by the public, retail and service and
enables all sectors of the industry to participate
in particular smaller fisheries.
•
By using technology sensitively to
help fishermen rather than make them feel
criminalised.

3.13 The Clyde will have a dedicated

‘Integrated Clyde Fishery Restructuring
Body’ set up directly by government.

Why?
The ideas outlined in this vision are bold
and radical and involve bringing together in
common cause many disparate players from
industry, the community and all levels of
government.
This is a huge task. An overarching body with
powers and funds is the ideal means to enable
collaborative co-operation on such a large
project. Despite the severe constraints on
public resources, efforts should be made to
enable a direct bespoke focus on the Clyde.
The acute negative position of the Clyde fishery
and its infrastructure cannot be underestimated
and immediate action is needed to prevent
exacerbating a terminal slide into protracted
decline and industry extinction in the area.

How?
This can be done ideally through an enabling
government taking a longitudinal view of the
preservation and development of the Clyde
fishery and all its constituent parts.
A body modeled on the Highlands and islands
Development Board of the 1970s, could deliver
such a focus and be the catalyst for accessing
funding and stimulating the numerous types of
community-led development needed; in fleet
renewal, port and harbor infrastructure, storage
hubs, training, mentoring and skill transfer,
local access to ice, fuel and small processing
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and selling outlets, inward migration,
population re-balance and stabilisation.
Further removal of the politicisation of fisheries
with recognition of its place as a food resilience
resource could be enhanced through giving
wild capture fishing a dedicated government
minister along with ensuring that advice
and decisions are beyond the weathervane
influences of lobbying and the vagaries of
different shades of government political
necessity.

4. Influences on the Clyde Fishery

There are numerous regulatory and non
regulatory pressures which impact fishing
businesses in the Clyde. They must operate
profitably from beneath a complex web
of rules. The effects of more than 100
environmental Non Government Organisations,
have significant influence on both financial
confidence, fishing methods and ground
closures such as Marine Protected Areas.

4.1 Regulatory
UNCLOS - United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea
https://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_
agreements/texts/unclos/unclos_e.pdf/
The Ospar Convention
https://www.ospar.org/convention
NEAFC
North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission
https://www.neafc.org/
ICES -International Council for the Exploration
of the Seas,
https://www.ices.dk/
UK Parliament
https://www.parliament.uk/
Conservative and Unionist Party
https://www.conservatives.com
The UK Fisheries Act of 2020
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2020/22/
contents/enacted
Joint Fisheries Statement
UK home nations
https://consult.gov.scot/gov.uk/draft-jointfisheries-statement/supporting_documents/
Consultation/
MCA - The Maritime and Coastguard Agency
The Port Marine Safety Code (MCA)
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/918935/port-marinesafety-code.pdf/
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Seafish UK
https://www.seafish.org
UK Border Force
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/
border-force
Crown Estate Scotland
https://www.crownestatescotland.com
The Scottish Government
https://www.gov.scot
Scottish National Party
https://www.snp.org/
Scottish Green Party
https://greens.scot/
Future of Scotland’s fisheries
https://www.gov.scot/news/the-future-ofscotlands-fisheries/
Future Catching Policy - (under consultation).
https://www.gov.scot/publications/scotlandsfuture-catching-policy-consultation/
The Blue Economy (Scotland)
https://www.gov.scot/publications/blueeconomy-vision-scotland/
The Marine Scotland Act 2010
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2010/5/
contents/
Scotland’s National Food and Drink Policy –
Becoming a Good
Food Nation (Scottish Government 2014)
https://www.parliament.scot/bills-and-laws/
bills/good-food-nation-scotland-bill/
The Good Food Nation (Scotland) Act 2022.
This Bill is at stage 1 in its process through the
Scottish Parliament (March 2022)
Regional Inshore Fisheries Groups
https://rifg.scot
https://marine.gov.scot/information/regionalinshore-fisheries-groups/
The Fisheries Management and Conservation
Committee
https://www.gov.scot/publications/fisheriesmanagement-and-conservation-group-fmacminutes-17-november-2021/

Scottish Environment Protection Agency
https://www.sepa.org.uk/media/157264/sepaframework-document.pdf/
Nature Scotland
https://www.nature.scot
Scottish Water
https://www.scottishwater.co.uk
Local Authorities directly relevant to the
operation of the Clyde fisheries are Argyll and
Bute, North Ayrshire, South Ayrshire and
Inverclyde.
https://www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/
https://www.north-ayrshire.gov.uk/
https://www.south-ayrshire.gov.uk/
https://www.south-ayrshire.gov.uk/
COSLA - Convention of Scottish Local
Authorities
https://www.cosla.gov.uk/councils
The Clyde Marine Planning Partnership
https://www.clydemarineplan.scot/

4.2 Non Regulatory
The Deep Sea Conservation Coalition
http://www.savethehighseas.org/
The Whale and Dolphin Trust
https://uk.whales.org/
https://hwdt.org/
Our Seas Coalition
https://www.ourseas.scot/
Marine Conservation Society
https://www.mcsuk.org/
https://www.mcsuk.org/goodfishguide/
CCN Coastal Communities Network.
https://www.communitiesforseas.scot/
Marine Stewardship Council
https://www.msc.org/uk
Seafood Scotland
https://www.seafoodscotland.org/
Scotland Food and Drink
https://foodanddrink.scot/
Keep Scotland the Brand
https://www.keepscotlandthebrand.scot/
Scottish Fishermen’s Organisation
https://www.scottishfishermen.co.uk/

4.3 Global
OPEC - Organsiation of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries
https://www.opec.org/
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United Nations UN
https://www.un.org/
World Population Increase
https://ourworldindata.org/world-populationgrowth
Migration
https://www.un.org/en/global-issues/migration
Climate change
https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/climatechange/what-is-climate-change/
COP 26 (Conference of the Parties)
https://ukcop26.org/
Net zero refers to a state in which the
greenhouse gases going into the atmosphere
are balanced by removal out of the
atmosphere.
Source :https://netzeroclimate.org/what-is-netzero/
Temperature rises in the sea will mean less
oxygen and more acidification. Source:
https://www.climate.gov/news-features/
understanding-climate/climate-change-globaltemperature/

5. Financial Options

5.1 The Ayrshire Growth Deal

long-term strategic approaches to improving
regional economies, aiming to help harness
additional investment, create new jobs
This is a partnership being driven forward by
and accelerate inclusive economic growth.
the Scottish Government, the UK Government
Inverclyde is a partner in the Glasgow city deal
and East, North and South Ayrshire Councils.
The Deal presents an opportunity to transform with infrastructure investment planned for
the economic prospects and benefit the people Greenock harbour.
and places right across the area with through
At Greenock, Inverclyde Council and Peel
the foundation of long-term plans to attract
Ports, with investment of £141 million are
new businesses, support existing companies
engaged in expanding the quayside and
to expand, create more jobs and bring new
delivery of a new visitor centre to further
opportunities.
expand Greenock Ocean Terminal as the cruise
ship capital of Scotland. This has potential
To date, confirmed investment from both the
for the fishing industry to benefit from access
UK and Scottish Governments, stands at £103
to infrastructure at Greenock and also an
million each, with further funding of £45.5
opportunity to promote both seafood tourism
million from the three Ayrshire Councils. This
and local seafood consumption to the wider
public funding is expected to unlock private
investment of around £300 million and deliver population of the region.
around 7,000 new jobs.

Ayrshire now has the opportunity to realise
the area’s potential and become a world-class
business region for the aerospace and space,
energy, marine, manufacturing and tourism
industries.

5.3 UK Leveling Up Scheme

On economic growth, the 3 Ayrshire Councils
have jointly committed to establishing a
Regional Partnership to allow all agencies in
Ayrshire to work collaboratively to maximise
the benefit of investment and facilitate growth
on a scale that is not achievable by Councils
individually.

This is a UK wide £4.8 billion capital fund
which will support investment projects with
up to £20 million of funding, in addition to
investment in larger high value transport
projects up to £50m in exceptional
circumstances. The fund will run for four
years until 2024/2025 with potential for some
projects to be delivered until 2026 using
only additional funding. The capital funds
will require a minimum of 10% match capital
funding.

5.2 City Region Deals

5.4 Community Wealth Building

These are packages of funding and decision
making powers, agreed between the Scottish
Government, the UK Government and local
partners. They are designed to bring about
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This is a circular economic concept put into
practice by Preston Council to retain wealth
within the community and help the community.
It has been championed by Joe Cullinane,

Labour leader in North Ayrshire and Theo
Leisjer Service Lead at South Ayrshire.
Further reading source: ‘Paint Your Town Red
Paint’ Matt Brown (Author), Rhian Jones ).

5.6 The Scottish National
Investment Bank
This is a development investment bank,
established and funded by Scottish Ministers
on behalf of the people of Scotland.
Development banks seek to invest where
the private sector is not providing sufficient
investment to businesses or projects that
support the development of a country’s
economy. The Bank has been established to
operate commercially, and is operationally
independent from government.
The bank’s missions are to Invest in
rebalancing the economy towards leadership in
sustainable technology, services and industry.
Invest in innovation and industries of the future
for a healthier, more resilient and productive
population. Invest in places and regeneration
to reduce inequalities and improves
opportunities and outcomes for people and
communities.

6.
Scotland’s Fish...

“are a national asset”

This was confirmed by Fergus Ewing in 2020
on publication of the Scottish Governments,’
‘The Future of Scotland’s Fisheries’.
That this status is mediated through a marketdriven sale of access to fishing rights, impacts
the Clyde and its population negatively.
(Source: [3] )
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7. SWOT Analysis

Strengths

°Key component in Scottish / UK seafood
delivery
Access and closeness to fishing grounds
High level of knowledge and skill throughout
the supply chain
Successful lobbying ability
Access to ministers and civil servants
Reputation of quality product

Threats

Powerful eNGOs lobby – appear more
focused on the Clyde than other areas – trawl
gears, by-catch, habitat damage etc.
Constant fire-fighting for reps
New Gov policies emanating from Green
agenda destabilising local fleet and existing
fishing patterns – HPMAs Cod spawning
closure
Demographic of aging skill and knowledge
base weak or absent succession/knowledge
Weaknesses
preservation.
Disunited catching sector (trawl versus creel)
Targeting of fleet for carbon use
Over-reliance on single species fishery
MCS good fish ratings – trawl caught from
Disjointed supply chain – trust / transparency
Clyde perceived to be medium risk – advice to
issues between onshore / offshore sectors
avoid
Geographic location compared to competitor
Creel sector propaganda re 3 mile limit
fleets and secondary processed tail buyer (12
Competition for space both offshore and
mile issue)
onshore form other sea users e.g. pleasure
Depressed 1st sale prices – particularly for tails boats, aquaculture, wind-farm development,
Lack of product identity – no or limited
seaweed cultivation.
Scottish provenance
Failure to assist vessels’ transition from carbon
Competitive disadvantage from being
dependency
outside the EU in terms of export markets ( NI
Targeting of fleet for carbon use
imbalance)
MCS good fish ratings – trawl caught from
Lack of local crew and difficulty employing
Clyde perceived to be medium risk – advice to
foreign crew
avoid
No quality assurance mechanism
Creel sector propaganda re 3 mile limit
No third party sustainability accreditation
Competition for space both offshore and
Lack of funding for independent scientific
onshore form other sea users e.g. pleasure
trials
boats, aquaculture, wind-farm development,
Prey/ predator protection-driven species
seaweed cultivation.
imbalance.
Failure to assist vessels’ transition from carbon
dependency

Opportunities

Devise initiatives that deliver improved
product quality, provenance, welfare, ethics,
sustainability, and effectively communicate
those initiatives to target audience
Create a platform to tell the story of the Clyde
fishing industry – demonstrate the importance
in safeguarding its future
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8. PESTLE Analysis

Political

Ukraine War – sanctions- instability
Brexit – markets- supply chain logistics
NI protocol – favours vessel and processors in
NI, drain from SW Scotland
World global tensions - China
UK/ Scot govt. tension – Independence
Green party influence on Scottish govt. policy
– general anti industrial – anti trawling, pro
vessel exclusion

Technical

Vessel modernisation
Decarbonisation
Use of technology to minimise unwanted
fishing events
Online marketing and selling
Digital auctions
Refrigeration
Positive fishing compliance reassurance

Legal
Economic

Loss of EU markets
Historic Underinvestment in fleet and
infrastructure
Lack of access to commercial money,
unwillingness of banks to lend
Demands of supermarkets on price
Competition for employees from other sectors.
Demographic forecast of depopulation and
loss of young people

Social

Ageing crew demographics
Pariah status of fishermen and fishing
Social/economic divergence of populations
from earners from the sea to viewers of the sea
Disconnect from means of food sourcing and
production
Power of social media campaigns.
Affordable housing
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Immigration laws
Fixed Quota Units and access to fishing rights
Derogations on destructive predator species
Zonal Attachment of stocks
Functional Units and Area management confict

Enviromental

Carbon derivatives and plastics – recycling
opportunities
Decarbonisation and alternative fuels –
greater efficiency possibilities
Balanced approach to food procurement –
national food resilience
Independently reviewed transparent science
process

9. Next Steps

Wide dissemination of this vision document.
Active lobbying of all politicians to act on this vision.
The United Kingdom Government

The Scottish Government

•
Migration and immigration: Allow
foreign workers to enter the Scottish fishing
industry on a temporary or permanent basis.
Enable workers to bring families to areas of
depopulation and low active populations.

•
Appoint a project facilitator to
implement the findings of this document and
enable the establishment of an Integrated
Clyde Fishery Restructuring Body.

•
Enable refugees to become workers in
fishing through a government sponsored fishworkers match system.

•
Set up and fully finance an Integrated
Clyde Fishery Restructuring Body with the
remit to actualise a Clyde Fishery Restructuring
Plan and bespoke development programmes.

•
Set up and fully finance an Integrated
Clyde Fishery Restructuring Body.

•
Appoint a dedicated wild capture
fisheries minister.

•
Make provision within the MCA Port
Marine Safety Code to ensure the needs of
fishermen are respected and provided for by
statute.

•
Undertake a ‘blank sheet’ management
review of the Clyde fishery informed by this
vision.

•
Recognise that the poverty and
imbalances that exists in the West of Scotland
are deeply entrenched and systemic. In relation
to fishing, rebalance inequalities through
government grant and loan schemes such as
UK leveling up fund or similar.
•
Bring energy production under national
control in order that UK seafood businesses are
less vulnerable to global price fluctuations in oil
and gas energy.
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•
Improve resilience and financial security
of RIFGs and create a Clyde IFG as a separate
entity from the West coast RIFG.
•
Prepare Leveling Up bid based on the
infrastructure needs in this document using
a port by port inventory of fishing related
upgrades needed to be taken forward for
funding via joint projects either current leveling
up or ‘shovel ready’ for future funding streams.
•
Set up an Integrated Clyde Fishery
Restructuring body as outlined in this report,
or ‘shadow body’ if governments do not act.
•
Create an inventory of the number and
urgency of vessel upgrades needed within
next 5-10 years on the Clyde. Establish a
programme of vessel restructuring aimed at

extracting funds from UK leveling up, Scottish
Infrastructure Fund Scottish and/or National
Investment bank
•
Infrastructure – a swift assessment
of impending skipper skill-loss to the fleet.
Introduction of the scheme linking new
skippers to news boats through the Integrated
Clyde fishery Body’s Integrated Clyde Fishery
plan.
Management suggestions for discussion
•
Fishing plans – enabling a seasonal
transition process
•
CPUE monitoring all gears
•
‘move on’ system to avoid ‘hammering’
ground initiated by trigger system.
•
A Clyde area license
•
Incorporating quality of life fishing
behaviour as a management tool weekend ban
•
Temporal and gear limits – informed by
Western Isles creel pilot
•
Use technology positively to allow new
gears or updated traditional gears like set nets
in a modern context with soak time durations.
•
Pro-active positive communication as an
expectation of fishing in the Clyde area
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10. Conclusion

This shorter version of the full vision document provides the key ‘take-aways’ from extensive
research. For complete detail refer to the full document.
Time is not on the side of the Clyde fishery and co-operative collective action is needed to
reverse decline and plan for a re-imagined positive future which will reverse a trajectory that is
now encompassing cumulative socio-economic negatives.
There is a will among all partners interviewed for this work to do this and it will be for those
closest to the ground in the communities to use the levers they have at their disposal to turn
around the fortunes of the Clyde fishery and create the reality this vision has identified.
For the Clyde communities their greatest resource is their people and they have at hand the
commitment and ability to realize this vision for the benefit of all.
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11. Relevant links
Listed below are all the sources which
influenced this version and the complete long
version of ‘A Vision The Clyde Fishery’.
To access the ‘A Vision The Clyde Fishery
(Extended Version) click here.
Clyde Fishermen’s Trust
https://www.clydefishermenstrust.com
Kilkeel Trust
https://www.kilkeelcharitabletrust.com/
From the History of the Fishery :
https://britishseafishing.co.uk/the-decline-ofthe-firth-of-clyde/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottishmarine-freshwater-science-volume-3-number3-clyde-ecosystem/pages/6/
Bailey et al 1986
Thurston 2007
Thurston 2007
Thurston, 2007
Ryan and Bailey, 2012
1
Analysis of nephrops industry in Scotland, 2017,
Anderson Solutions
1
Proceedings of the 14th Biennial Coastal Zone
Conference New Orleans, Louisiana July 17
to 21, 2005 1 DEMYSTIFYING THE MARITIME
ZONES AND OTHER MARINE BOUNDARIES ON
NOAA’S NAUTICAL CHARTS
Seine Net Fishing video - https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=x-77Kbu9jC4/
https://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.
do?uri=COM:2001:0326:FIN:EN:PDF/
COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION
TO THE COUNCIL AND THE EUROPEAN
PARLIAMENT, Rebuilding stocks of cod and
hake in community and adjacent waters
Mason 1983
Mason and Fraser 1986
http://www.orkneyjar.com/history/skarabrae/
skarab2.htm/
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International Influences :
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/aosp/1705/48/
paragraph/p1/
Scottish Govermenet Website : https://www.
legislation.gov.uk/aosp/1705/48/contents/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottishmarine-freshwater-science-volume-3-number3-clyde-ecosystem/pages/6/
https://www.ospar.org/about/
https://www.ices.dk/about-ICES/how-we-work/
Pages/default.aspx
https://ukandeu.ac.uk/the-facts/what-is-anexclusive-economic-zone-eez/
https://www.efta.int/
Scotland
https://www.gov.scot/collections/sea-fisheriesstatistics/
https://www.gov.scot/news/the-future-ofscotlands-fisheries/
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=KpBi9N7OYtU&ab_
channel=TheScottishParliament/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/scotlandsfuture-catching-policy-consultation/
https://www.sepa.org.uk/media/157264/sepaframework-document.pdf/
https://www.communitiesforseas.scot/callsthree-mile-limit/
https://www.sff.co.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2017/10/AS-nephrops-FINAL-report171017-ISSUED.pdf/
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2020/22/
contents/enacted/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/recipesuccess-scotlands-national-food-drink-policybecoming-good-food/
https://www.parliament.scot/-/media/files/
legislation/bills/s6-bills/good-food-nationscotland-bill/introduced/bill-as-introduced.pdf
Analysis of nephrops industry in Scotland 2017
Anderson Solutions (Jennifer Russel Simon
Mardle)
https://www.gov.scot/Publications/2017/08/1797/
https://rifg.scot/news/oh-pot-limitation-pilot/

https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottish-seafisheries-statistics-2020/pages/4/
https://blogs.gov.scot/marinescotland/2021/05/27/funding-the-ambitions-ofyoung-fishers/
https://www.cifascot.com/case-studies/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.3402/
polar.v10i2.6764/
https://www.insider.co.uk/special-reports/5-topexports-scotland-right-10987328/
https://www.foodcoalition.scot/good-foodnation-bill.html/
https://www.ayrshiredailynews.co.uk/news/planssubmitted-for-a-new-offshore-wind-farm-onthe-firth-of-clyde-near-ayr-beach/
Source Fecundity of the European lobster
(Homarus gammarus) off southwestern Norway
after stock enhancement: do cultured females
produce as many eggs as wild females? AnnLisbeth Agnalt ICES journal of Marine Science
https://www.hse.gov.uk/regulating-majorhazards/osd/scallop.pdf/
https://blogs.gov.scot/marinescotland/2020/11/05/launch-of-inshorefisheries-pilot/
https://www.scottishfishermen.co.uk/processingfacilities/
https://www.parliament.scot/bills-and-laws/bills/
good-food-nation-scotland-bill/introduced/
Scottish Seafisheries Statistics.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m0012xr7
https://www.ourgssi.org/
James Hunter Insurrection, Scotland’s Famine
Winter 2021 Birlinn. Nomis, Trussel trust,
https://www.trusselltrust.org/news-and-blog/
latest-stats/end-year-stats/
https://www.gov.scot/news/the-future-ofscotlands-fisheries/
https://www.shetnews.co.uk/2018/01/11/faroesenationalise-fishing-quota/
Scottish Coastal Forum, 2002
Census 2011
Argyll and Bute outcome improvement plan
2013 -2023
Helensburgh Advertiser 3/11/21/
source Scottish records office
1Source A strategic economic plan, Vision 2030
3.6 Ayrshire Growth Deal 3.6.1
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/918935/port-marine26

safety-code.pdf
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/
inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/
consumerpriceinflation/february2022
https://www.hse.gov.uk/statistics/fatals.htm
https://www.gov.scot/news/the-future-ofscotlands-fisheries/
THE HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS
DEVELOPMENT BOARD 1965 – 70 (Policymaking in an administrative setting) Alan
Williams M. Litt. 1973 University of Glasgow)
https://theses.gla.ac.uk/78658/1/11018006.pdf
https://fishingnews.co.uk/news/greens-call-forscottish-three-mile-trawl-ban/
Fisheries Innovation Scotland
https://fiscot.org/
UK
http://www.association-ifca.org.uk/about-us/ifcahistory/
https://www.mcsuk.org/goodfishguide/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
skilled-worker-visa-eligible-occupations/skilledworker-visa-eligible-occupations-and-codes
https://www.davidsonmorris.com/skilled-workervisa/
UK seafish stats 2019 & days at sea.
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2010/238/
pdfs/ssien_20100238_en.pdf/
https://britishseafishing.co.uk/seals-and-seafishing/
Paint your Town Red ‘Paint Your Town Red’
Matthew Brown, Rhian Jones 2021
Ireland
https://thefishsite.com/articles/prawnlangoustine-a-guide-to-handling-and-quality
Climate
https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/climatechange/effects-of-climate-change/
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/theparis-agreement/the-glasgow-climate-pact-keyoutcomes-from-cop26/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/
sep/02/fish-conservation-foreign-species-ukwaters-climate-change/
https://www.gov.scot/policies/climate-change/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/securinggreen-recovery-path-net-zero-update-climatechange-plan-20182032/

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/climatechange/effects-of-climate-change
https://www.macrotrends.net/1369/crude-oilprice-history-chart
Population
https://ourworldindata.org/world-populationgrowth
Vessels
https://ukcop26.org/uk-presidency/what-is-acop/
https://netzeroclimate.org/what-is-net-zero/
https://fishingnews.co.uk/features/inshorecorner-with-phil-lockley-the-rise-of-the-rulebeaters/
https://www.theexplorer.no/solutions/selfa-arctic-the-worlds-first-hybrid-fishing-boat/
https://www.workboat.com/shipbuilding/norways-skipsteknisk-designs-hydrogen-poweredfishing-vessel
https://norwegianscitechnews.com/2014/04/
building-a-hybrid-fishing-boat/
https://www.shetnews.co.uk/2022/04/20/
project-to-create-fully-electric-boat-gatherspace
Finance
https://infrastructurecommission.scot/
storage/276/Phase2_Delivery_Findings_Report.
pdf/
https://theses.gla.ac.uk/78658/1/11018006.pdf
https://www.hi.no/en/hi/about-us/
Food security
http://filestore.nationalarchives.gov.uk/pdfs/
small/cab-24-2-g-60-14.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC2929348/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/
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